
POSITION ANALYSIS OF IKEA

With respect to this, the aim of this report is to present a position analysis for the furniture company IKEA. The position
analysis will apply a pestle analysis.

However, another furniture company can enter into the furniture industry with a low- cost strategy including
home delivery, opposing to IKEA non-home delivery method. The IKEA dream has three components â€” its
vision, its business idea and its human resource idea. Legal - The legal conformity of IKEA is sternly applied
with pertinent regulations that impact to the surroundings, sociable and working conditions. Competitive
Rivalry IKEA is comfortable with its competitive position, and also attempting to keep its competitive edge
among competitors. The quickly emergent Parts of asia with prosperous middle-class population symbolize
opportunities to get into and market the idea of affordable modern furniture to match a particular lifestyle. Its
key aspects are affordably, functionality and quality. IKEA performs in a extremely competitive industry, seen
as a other inexpensive furniture providers such as Galiform of England and merchants such as Wal-Mart of
america. IKEA's management ensures that their customers will be satisfied in all ways with the quality of
service that they supply. They are allowed to make mistakes and then to learn from them. This year , IKEA
exposed 12 new stores in 7 countries which presently give them an overall record of stores in over 38
countries. Also, IKEA's capacity to identify its suppliers is another factor that sustains the business's
competitive advantage. Below is a discussion of the shared values that guide behavior inside IKEA:
Humbleness and willpower: With regards to business, IKEA is a humble brand in every aspect including the
treatment of customers and suppliers. IKEA's turnover was the same in as it was in  The management skills
and functions of the pioneers of the business have propelled IKEA into being truly a powerful entity in the
furniture industry today. Furthermore, the devotion of its customers has also greatly aided IKEA in retaining
its competitive edge. This may catch the attention of a new sector of consumers. The IKEA product range has
three special qualities that are affordability, durability and design. The most important component of this
triangle is the vision. Opportunities Exterior factors An increased demand for low priced merchandise. The
management of the company is able to identify the priorities of the business and make decisions based on the
strategic way, by placing things to consider of the business enterprise and its own stakeholders. Especially, it
also aids in spotting present weaknesses and advantages that may affect the organizations' capabilities. The
probably IKEA shopper are those sort out of folks who travel in foreign countries, like taking chances, enjoy
fine food and wines, have a consistent flier plan, and are early adopters of trendy consumer technology such as
Discmans, notebook computers, and cell phones Lyne,  Cultural differences. The suppliers and stakeholder s
can be viewed as an additional factor that made IKEA the success they are at present. A strong worldwide
brand that appeals to key consumer organizations. The current vision statement looks more like a slogan.
Conversely, these indirect substitutes change in detail because these are general retailers instead of being a
specific store as IKEA is a dealer of household furniture. Therefore, when customers are satisfied, as they get
value for his or her money with IKEA, they'll remain loyal and therefore build IKEA's value chain. The
company view in optimizing from the supply string is also optimizing and controlling the workforce to set-up
an efficient store environment and keep customers happy.


